The SAP® Model Company service for Defense Logistics offers a ready-to-run, comprehensive reference solution to the support logistics processes of defense organizations. It is delivered with relevant business content, accelerators, and enablement services, helping you reduce costs, decrease risks, and accelerate adoption during discovery, exploration, and realization activities.

**Business Processes and Capabilities**

**Defense organizational management**
Implementation of a military organizational structure template for planning organizations and equipment

**Defense supply and replenishment**
Defense-specific supply using force-element data for authorized actual comparison and prioritized supply support

**Defense maintenance and configuration**
Maintenance of complex weapon systems in a military environment with a configuration change, using force-element data and maintenance relationships

**Defense operational readiness**
Overview of the operational and technical readiness of a complex weapon-system fleet using status board, technical status, and operational status

**Defense asset management for flight operations**
Creation of a mission and a technical flight order and assignment of a suitable aircraft

**Defense explosives management**
Management of ammunition and other explosives, covering specific security requirements using the new functionality for defense and security

**Applications**
- SAP S/4HANA® 1809 with feature pack stack (FPS) 1 (embedded extended warehouse management)
- SAP S/4HANA Defense & Security
- Defense forces and public security (EA-DFPS) business functions
- SAP Fiori® user experience

**Delivery Approach**

**Preconfigured solution**
- Ready-to-run appliance with applications, configuration, and sample data
- System provisioning over the SAP Cloud portfolio, your preferred cloud provider, or on premise

**Business content and accelerators**
- Configuration guides
- Scenario descriptions

**When to Consider**
- Discover the capabilities and innovations of a comprehensive SAP solution for your specific use case
- Prepare and explore using a ready-to-run system for enablement, fit-gap analysis, and solution design
- Support an agile and lean implementation approach with hands-on experience from day one
- Address resource bottlenecks in IT and business, and reduce time and effort during realization

**Benefits**
- Reduced costs and resource effort, thanks to a preconfigured, ready-to-run solution
- Elimination of risk through proven reference-solution architecture and comprehensive process support
- Increased innovation adoption and decreased time to value through agile and lean principles

**Contact and Further Information**
- [www.sap.com/modelcompany](http://www.sap.com/modelcompany)
- [sapmodelcompany@sap.com](mailto:sapmodelcompany@sap.com)